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Gin

Soft Drinks
Single £3.25
Bulldog Gin
A delicious English gin made with poppy, dragon eye, lotus leaves, citrus, almond, lavender and various other botanicals (12 in total). This is four
times distilled in copper pot stills.
Best served with Mediterranean tonic and a wedge of grapefruit.

200ml £2.00
Fever-Tree Naturally Light Tonic Water
By using fruit sugars, Fever-Tree have created an all-natural, low calorie tonic with 58% fewer calories.

Fever-Tree Premium Indian Tonic Water
Uniquely fresh tasting with subtle and supportive citrus notes that are perfectly balanced by natural quinine.
Fifty Pounds Gin
Lemon, lime and juniper. Very classic in character. Opens with juniper, followed by lemon, coriander and angelica. Hint of spice, with citrus
blossoming in the middle. Dry, palate cleansing ﬁnish. With a touch of heat.
Try this with Mediterranean tonic, a lime wedge and a sprig of mint.

Warner Edwards Elderflower
A beautifully balanced gin that is smooth, sweet and delicately fragrant with summer elderﬂower.
Best with Mediterranean tonic and mint.

Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic Water
By using rosemary and lemon-thyme from the shores of Provence, Fever-Tree have created a unique tonic with a delicately sweet herbaceous taste.

Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic Water
Soft, subtle ﬂavours of freshly handpicked elderﬂower give a perfect balance to the tonic's natural quinine.

Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic Water
By blending the gentle bitterness of South American angostura bark with aromatic botanicals such as cardamom, pimento berry and ginger, FeverTree have created a delicious, unique tonic water.
Warner Edwards Rhubarb
Voluptuous on the palate with a sweet and tangy royal rhubarb explosion.
Best served with Ginger Ale and rhubarb chunks.

Bombay Sapphire
The unique taste of Bombay Sapphire is created through the vapour infusion process. The 10 precious botanicals used in our gin are held separate
from the spirit in perforated copper baskets, and when the heated vapours rise, the distinctive ﬂavour of the botanicals are released. The result? A
complex aromatic liquid that delivers a broader, more balanced ﬂavour..
Ideally served with Premium tonic and a lime wedge.

Tanqueray Rangpur
Rare Rangpur limes bring an exotic, bold ﬂavour to the already perfect combination of juniper, coriander, bay leaves and ginger. Clean, transparent
with a rich, refreshing taste, Rangpur is subtle, smooth and extremely mixable.
Best with Premium tonic and a lime wedge.

Opihr
This Gin smells of the cocktail of spices it's made with, especially the cardamom. Its distinct aroma is soft, rounded, complex and balanced. It tastes
bright and fresh to start with, you can taste the orange and coriander. It's slightly sweet, with a spicy heat that builds gently, before fading into a
long, soft ﬁnish of cardamom and juniper.
Goes well with Ginger Ale and red chillies.

Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Gin
Aromatically it has fresh pine needles, citrus and spice, and a clear peppery, dense raspberry character. The palate is lovely and sweet, with a long
juniper and spice character on the ﬁnish. The gin is unﬁltered, will develop secondary fruit characters beyond two years and is best consumed
within two years of vintage.
Goes best with Premium tonic and an orange wedge.

